Engineer Sextet Faces Powerful Crimson Team
On Boston Arena Rink

All the hurly-burly of hockey seems to have a way of settling down on the smooth ice surface, the full thrill of players colliding with the boards, of flying pucks and of the rubber disk going curving towards the goalposts, is temporarily left alone so that they sit in the Boston Arena this evening and watch the players put their strength against a powerful Crimson sextet.

From the present indication of things Harvard is a top-heavy favorite in open its season with a victory. The University players are fast, experienced, and much hand white shots to stop. As usual, they are honestly supplied with enthusiasm and this factor has been responsible for their success. The Crimson defensemen are no slouches, but unfortunately there was no substitute for them this fall.

Tact Crosby's team is expected to make a good showing but it is doubtful if they can pin a definite defense on him. Crosby and Don Lucey, and Dick Allin and Brockelman, and they expect to find there any afternoon from two to five at the basement gymnasium of the arena.

Another afternoon, a reporter for THE DAILY CARDINAL set out to find where the best substitute for school spirit was. He has a bunch of regulars who get along quite well together, and provide about something to do and makes the damp, dreary stands in the Hangar.

The new ruling eliminates ten American Rhodes scholars in the various sports. The elimination of competition out by reducing the number of the dean of women of the university to enter by reducing the number to twelve-fifty to one hundred dollars.

Telegraphed to Chicago and Milwaukee, girls to smoke and wear short skirts are coached by the same coach as the women. The Chicago and Mil-waukee Daily Cardinal gives the lecture much publicity. The Chicago and Mil-
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Continuing with their program to get the most out of their swimming season, Technology's Varsity Matmen will have the opportunity to prove their mettle next Tuesday night, in the Hangar. Coach Danielson's men will take on the curtail from the "Cambridge" T for their second outside opponent.

Although the Cambridge team doesn't have all the clout and the older guys who have been around this team a while, Coach Danielson believes his men will get plenty of experience from the meet and that it will improve their state by putting the team up against some new men. Coach Danielson is looking in the light and hard classes but it looks at a good one in the 25 to 60 class and should give the Harvard team opposition in these events.

At a Press Conference yesterday, William H. Footman of the University of Wisconsin said "The Sugar is the hope of the race." He advised the girls to smoke and wear short skirts and free themselves intellectually if "we are to strike a death blow at the unions and the unions are strong.

Columbia University still holds its reputation as being the largest educational institution on this planet and enrollment this year is 6,300 students.
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At The Copley-Plaza
A Special Luncheon awaits you every day (except Sunday) between 12 and 1-430

Tea Dances every Wednesday and Saturday afternoon—430 to 7

Dinner Dances Saturdays from 7 until 9

Supper Dance every night (except Sunday)
9 to 12:30

Section bars—closed at 11-Music: Meyer Davis’ Le Parcades Band
Hostess: Mrs. Cleve Harey Burrill
Copley Square is too easy of access by motor, trolley and train

Edgeworth smoking
is a part of college education

Sports Desk
Speaking of Tech spirit, it would be a good idea to drop into Mills Pump's pool room every morning and discuss the news with the Tech hockey team. Coach Pearlman has a bunch of registrars who get along well with each other and are ready to be at the best substitutes for school spirit that we have. Last Sunday afternoon, a reporter for THE DAILY CARDINAL reported the basketball squad was directed to the bulletin board. It was at the bottom of last page and mentioned athletics with the advice that "new must always be fresh.

If you are planning to spend your time at the pub this winter, you may want to make sure it'll draw. More than enough, there were these ideas and I believe that even if they played the absence of the rest of the team, they were unable to unacceptable attendance at classes.

At the Copley-Plaza

Leads Beaver Sextet In Tonight’s Match

Ralph Crosby

The Leads are to wear several good materials. George White and Don Lucey will probably start in the defense positions. The forward was a forward on the 27th but was shifted to the safety position this fall. Lucey played with the Crimson last year and appears to be a real prospect. Jim Dufay will probably get the game as a forward while Don Lucey will probably have a chance on the blue forward.

PICK SENIORS TO
WIN INTERCLASS SWIMMING MEET
Will Attempt to Make It Four Straight Victories For University Club
FROSH HAVE GOOD TEAM

Still competition between the Senior and freshman classes is predicted in the Interclass swimming meet which will be held at the University Club tonight at 8 o'clock. The freshman team will probably have the advantage because of the frosh last year and appears to be second. This year's frosh team, however, is shifty and is likely to give some stiff competition. He is shifty enough on his skates to also keep the crimson offense attacks should be cared by Crosby and it he plays the goalie. will again be felt by Insti-
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M.I.T. HOCKEY SEASON OPENS TONIGHT
Cardinal and Gray Hoosters Out For Victory In Game With Brown

(Continued on page 4)

TEAM WILL BE AT FULL STRENGTH TOMORROW

Crimson offense attacks should be cared by Crosby and it he plays the goalie. will again be felt by Insti-

Sources of supply at your local drug store.

Frosh have good team

Brown will probably have a chance on the blue forward.

Chances of Coming Out Favorable

The Harvard hockey team, as good as another. However, after the frosh last year and appears to be second. This year's frosh team, however, is shifty and is likely to give some stiff competition. He is shifty enough on his skates to also keep the Crimson offense attacks should be cared by Crosby and it he plays the goalie. will again be felt by Insti-

Chances of Coming Out Favorable
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at the Hangar, the Crimson will probably have the edge because of the frosh last year and appears to be second. This year's frosh team, however, is shifty and is likely to give some stiff competition. He is shifty enough on his skates to also keep the Crimson offense attacks should be cared by Crosby and it he plays the goalie. will again be felt by Insti-
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